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We present magnetic field-temperature (H-T) phase diagrams of the double transitions of superconducting
U12xThxBe13 with x50.030 andx50.022. For both samples increasing the applied magnetic field moves the
two transitions to lower temperature while decreasing their separation in temperature. For thex50.030 sample,
the transitions remain distinct forT.100 mK. Forx50.022, however, the two transitions appear to merge near
H520 kOe andT5350 mK, analogous to the situation in the related heavy fermion superconductor UPt3.

Perhaps the most compelling manifestation of the exotic
nature of the superconductivity in the heavy-fermion com-
pounds is the occurrence of not one, but two transitions in
the superconducting state. In addition to the normal-state–
superconductor transition atTc , a second phase transition
occurs at a lower temperature,Tc2, which maintains the dis-
tinctive features of zero-resistance and inductive shielding.
The most intensively studied double transition is that of
UPt3. With a relatively small temperature splittingDT560
mK, an explanation arises naturally in terms of two super-
conducting states with nearly degenerate energetics but dif-
ferent symmetries.1–7 Detailed studies of the magnetic
field-temperature8–11 (H-T) and pressure-temperature12–14

(P-T) phase diagrams of UPt3 have revealed additional
phases and have provided insight into the nature of the tran-
sitions between them.

Whereas the superconducting order in UPt3 can be treated
as a perturbation on the crystal symmetry, the situation in
thoriated UBe13 is not so clear. U12xThxBe13 exhibits a
double transition in the superconducting state for 0.018,x
,0.045, but withDT’s up to several hundred mK, a fair
fraction ofTc . The material remains superconducting below
Tc2, with the slope of the lower critical field actually
increasing.15,16 Muon-spin-relaxation~mSR! measurements
have detected weak magnetic correlations belowTc2,

16 sug-
gesting that the lower transition may correspond to the onset
of some weak magnetic ordering that then coexists with the
superconductivity belowTc2. Alternatively, the second tran-
sition may correspond to a change in the symmetry of the
superconducting state. In one such scenario,17 buttressed by
recent explorations of both the local magnetization in a torus
of U0.97Th0.03Be13 ~Ref. 18! and the generalP-T phase
diagram,19 the superconducting order parameter for the state
belowTc2 violates time reversal invariance. It thus gives rise
to weak local magnetic fields consistent with themSR result.
Similarly, mSR measurements on UPt3 have seen an increase
in the internal magnetic field below the lower transition.20

For the comparatively neglected U12xThxBe13 system, an
understanding of the nature of the double transition and an
explanation of their appearance in the unusualx-T phase
diagram remain incomplete. Yet, the UBe13-based supercon-
ductors are the only materials where the specifics of sample

preparation and macroscopic sample homogeneity do not ap-
pear to be related to the appearance of two reproducible
transitions.21 We present here specific-heat measurements of
the magnetic field-temperature phase diagrams of
U12xThxBe13. Previous experiments have looked at theH-T
phase diagram forx50.03~Ref. 22! andx50.033.23We also
measure a high-quality polycrystal of U0.970Th0.030Be13, and
extend the phase diagram to significantly lower temperature.
In addition, we present a determination of theH-T phase
diagram for a double transition sample with a smaller tho-
rium concentration, U0.978Th0.022Be13, and therefore, a sig-
nificantly smaller zero-field temperature splitting of the two
transitions. We find that while the two transitions of the
x50.030 sample remain split forT.0.1 K, the transitions of
thex50.022 sample appear to merge nearT'0.35 K, result-
ing in a H-T phase diagram for U0.978Th0.022Be13 which
closely resembles that of UPt3.

Our extremely high-purity polycrystals24 were long-term
annealed at 1400 °C for 1220 and 950 h forx50.030 and
x50.022, respectively. These U12xThxBe13 samples are su-
perior to previous materials as judged by both the size of the
specific-heat jump atTc and the narrow transition widths.24

The experiments were performed using a transient heat-pulse
technique in a helium dilution refrigerator, with a Speer car-
bon chip for a thermometer, a Au-Cr film deposited on quartz
for a heater, and either a graphite block or a silver wire as the
thermal link. The lowest temperature at which we can accu-
rately determineC is limited by radioactive self-heating
from the depleted uranium. For our geometry and sample
size~11 and 14 mg! this self-heating limits the measurements
to T>100 mK. We performed both temperature sweepsC(T)
at constantH and magnetic-field sweepsC(H) at constant
T.25 For the field sweeps, the magnetoresistance of the car-
bon chip made it necessary to recalibrate the thermometer at
each magnetic-field point. The data obtained fromC(H)
measurements agree well with theC(T) data, but allow a
better determination of the transition near our low tempera-
ture limit where the phase line is more nearly parallel to the
temperature axis.

We show a representative sample of ourC(T) andC(H)
data for U0.97Th0.03Be13 in Figs. 1 and 2. The two transitions
are relatively sharp with the 10–90 % widths of the transi-
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tions ~'25 mK! much smaller than their separation~'225
mK!. We define the transition temperature~or field! as the
midpoint of the rise inC(T) @or C(H)#. The contribution to
the specific heat arising from the hyperfine splitting of the Be
nuclear levels has been subtracted from the data shown in
these and subsequent figures~less than 10% ofC for H540
kOe andT.0.14 K!. The two transitions inC(T) both move
to lower temperature with increasing magnetic field~see Fig.
1!. The upper transition moves somewhat faster, but the two
transitions remain distinct forT.0.1 K. The agreement be-
tween the field-sweep and temperature-sweep results can be
seen in Fig. 2, with theC(T) data~filled triangles! lying on

top of theC(H) curve~open circles!. Moreover, the jumps in
C(H) atT50.3 K ~Fig. 2! can be seen in theC(T) curves of
Fig. 1 for H520 kOe andH535 kOe; the arrows marking
the two transitions in the magnetic field scan of Fig. 2 are
derived from the temperature sweep data of Fig. 1.

We plot in Fig. 3 a set ofC(T) curves of U0.978Th0.022Be13
for H50 to 50 kOe. For this thorium concentration, the zero-
field temperature splitting of the two transitions has de-
creased toDT'100 mK. The smaller temperature splitting,
combined with the finite transition widths, make it more dif-
ficult to determine the transition temperatures asH increases.
Hence, we fit theC(T) data to a form consisting of two~or
one! ideally sharp transitions plus smearing functions. The
transition temperatures so obtained from the fit are not very
sensitive to the exact form of the smearing function. Fits of
this type to the C(T) data for the previous sample,
U0.97Th0.03Be13, give transition temperatures within 1 mK of
those determined from the midpoint of the rise. We show in
Fig. 4 fits to theC(T) data for U0.978Th0.022Be13 at H515
kOe. The fit to two transitions~solid line! agrees better with
the data than the fit to one transition~broken line!. The inset
to Fig. 4 is a plot of the 10–90 % width of a one~smeared!
transition fit to ourC(T) curves as a function of magnetic
field. This width decreases with increasingH up to 20 kOe
and then plateaus. We take this to be evidence that the two
transitions are now one forH.20 kOe.

The thermodynamic phase diagrams for U12xThxBe13
with x50.030 andx50.022 are shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!,
respectively. The filled circles are data from temperature
sweepsC(T) at fixed H; the open squares are from field
sweepsC(H) at fixedT. For U0.97Th0.03Be13, the tempera-
ture splitting of the two transitions decreases with increasing
H. While the two transitions do not merge forT>0.1 K, they
appear to approach each other nearH;50 kOe forT→0 K.
The solid lines in Fig. 5~a! are fits to the data using an em-
pirical form, Hc2(T)5Hc2(0)(12T/Tc)

a. We find a50.6
~a50.5! for the higher~lower! temperature transition, and
Hc~0!54763 kOe for both phase-transition lines. Our results
agree qualitatively with the data taken by Mayeret al. on

FIG. 1. Specific heat divided by temperatureC/T vs T at rep-
resentative magnetic fieldsH50, 20, and 35 kOe. The nuclear con-
tribution to the specific heat has been calculated and subtracted in
this and the following figures.

FIG. 2. Example of magnetic-field sweep data for
U0.97Th0.03Be13. The data obtained from temperature sweepsC(T)
at fixed field ~filled triangles! lie on top of the field-sweep curve
C(H) at fixed temperatureT50.3 K ~open circles!. The expected
fields of the transitions from theC(T) data~see Fig. 1! are indicated
by the arrows.

FIG. 3. Specific heat of U0.978Th0.022Be13 divided by tempera-
tureC/T vs T at H50, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 kOe.
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U0.97Th0.03Be13 for H<20 kOe.22 However, their sample has
significantly broader transitions with reduced peak heights
and lower transition temperatures. The phase diagram re-
ported by Ottet al. for U0.967Th0.033Be13 with H<30 kOe
~Ref. 23! agrees well with our results. They also infer from
their data, albeit extrapolating from higher temperature, that
the T50 limit of the critical fields is the same for both
phases.23

For U0.978Th0.022Be13 @see Fig. 5~b!#, the smaller initial
temperature separation again decreases with increasingH,
and only a single transition can be resolved forH>20 kOe
~see Figs. 3 and 4!. The solid lines in Fig. 5~b! are once more
fits to the above form forHc2(T). We fit only the data for
H,20 kOe, where two transitions can be discerned, and we
fix the exponenta to the previously determined values:
a50.6 ~a50.5! for the higher~lower! temperature transition.
As may be seen in Fig. 5~b!, the points determined from the
indicated single transition forH.20 kOe indeed lie on the
continuation of fit to higher fields of the lower temperature
phase line. The continuation of fit to the higher temperature
line is shown by the broken line in Fig. 5~b!. A study of
polycritical points, where second-order phase-transition lines
intersect, has shown that an additional phase line such as that
suggested by the broken line in Fig. 5~b! is required by
thermodynamics.26 It can be difficult to discern because of
the sum rule for specific-heat jumps around a tetracritical
point.26 In UPt3, the analogous fourth phase line leaving the
tetracritical point also is not seen in specific-heat experi-
ments, but is evident in ultrasound and thermal expansion
measurements. While specific-heat measurements provide a
direct thermodynamic probe of the phase transitions, other
types of measurements, such as thermal expansion,23 may be
better able to resolve the transitions and to extend these mea-
surements below 100 mK.

TheH-T phase diagram of U0.978Th0.022Be13 thus appears

to include a critical point nearH520 kOe andT50.35 K.
The large temperature splitting of the double transition in
thoriated UBe13 probably has been the most significant ob-
stacle to an analysis of multiple superconducting states akin
to that developed for UPt3. The present data indicate, how-
ever, that the double transitions in superconducting
U0.978Th0.022Be13 and UPt3 appear isomorphic in theH-T
plane, making natural such comparisons.

In conclusion, we have determined theH-T phase dia-
grams for U12xThxBe13 with thorium concentrations
x50.030 andx50.022. We find that the two transitions for
thex50.030 sample do not merge for our temperature range,
T.0.1 K, but approach each other nearH'47 kOe at zero
temperature. The two transitions of thex50.022 sample ap-
pear to merge nearH520 kOe,T50.35 K, and theH-T
phase diagram for this material mimics that of the double
superconducting transition in UPt3. The magnetic-field
scales for thoriated UBe13 and UPt3 differ greatly, but as
expected from theory,2 the value of the merging field to first
order varies linearly withdHc2 /dTuTc[Hc28 . For our sample

of U0.97Th0.03Be13, Hc28 52450630 kOe/K;24 Hc28 for UPt3
is of order 75 kOe/K forHi ĉ.8,11 This ratio of 6 inHc28
compares well to the ratio for merging fields of order~47
kOe/8 kOe!'6.8 Unfortunately, Hc28 is not known for
U0.978Th0.022Be13, but the pertinent crossover scale in
U12xThxBe13 appears to be set byDT(H50); the ratio of
the magnetic fields required to merge the double transitions

FIG. 5. H-T phase diagram for U12xThxBe13 with ~a! x50.03
and ~b! x50.022. Filled circles are data from temperature sweeps
C(T) at fixedH; open squares are from field sweepsC(H) at fixed
T. The lines are empirical fits to the data, described in the text. For
x50.022, there appears to be a critical point nearH520 kOe,
T50.35 K.

FIG. 4. Fits toC/T vsT for H515 kOe. The fit to two smeared
transitions~solid line! agrees better with the data than the fit to one
smeared transition~broken line!. Inset shows the 10–90 % widths
of the fits to one transition vs magnetic fieldH. The double transi-
tion width decreases withH, flattening off forH>20 kOe where the
two transitions become one.
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~;47 kOe forx50.03 and;20 kOe forx50.022! is equal
within error bars to the ratio of the initial temperature split-
tings of the double transition~225 mK for x50.03 and 100
mK for x50.022!.
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